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Abstract—Mobile video chat apps offer users an approachable way to communicate with others. As the high-speed 4G networks being deployed worldwide, the number of mobile video chat app users increases. However, video chatting on mobile devices brings users financial concerns, since streaming video demands high bandwidth and can use up a large amount of data in dozens of minutes. Lowering the bandwidth usage of mobile video chats is challenging since video quality may be compromised. In this paper, we attempt to tame this challenge. Technically, we propose a context-aware frame rate adaption framework, named LBVC (Low-bandwidth Video Chat). It follows a sender-receiver cooperative principle that smartly handles the trade-off between lowering bandwidth usage and maintaining video quality. We implement LBVC by modifying an open-source app - Linphone and evaluate it with both objective experiments and subjective studies.

Index Terms—Mobile Video Chats, Context Awareness, Frame Rate Adaption, Frame Interpolation, Bandwidth Reduction.

I. INTRODUCTION

MOBILE video chat apps provide users with approachable ways to communicate with others. It has been presented that mobile video chat apps are among the most popular smartphone apps [10]. Meanwhile, the number of mobile video chat users continuously grows as mobile devices, such as smartphones, become prevalent [6] [7]. As 4G high-speed network services are deployed worldwide, network speed is no longer a major bottleneck of performing mobile video chats. Companies, such as Snapchat, that have mobile video chat apps as products draw large attractions from investigators because of their large user populations and potential commercial values.

However, “mobile video chat apps consume much more bandwidth than other apps” [11]. Take Skype as an example, the upload and download bandwidth requirements for its low quality video chats are both 300Kbps [8]. The bandwidth usage at this level can quickly use up any existing limited data plan within couple of hours. As alleviations, video encoding techniques [12] [13] [14] [15] have been proposed for reducing video streaming bandwidth. Other works [9] [16] propose solutions that further lower the bandwidth usage of video downloading based on existing encoding techniques. Our previous work [50] indicates that bandwidth usage of mobile video chats can be further reduced by dynamically adapting video frame rate based on smartphone vibration.

In this paper, we extend our previous design by proposing a general context-aware frame rate adaption framework, named LBVC (Low-bandwidth Video Chat). It introduces guarding context as a replaceable module that could be set as whatever context developers feel proper for video frame rate adaption. With guarding context configured, it lets the video sender adapt frame rate with respect to user-selected guarding context and frame rate to lower bandwidth usage and video receiver interpolate ‘missing’ frames to maintain video quality. LBVC also provides a user-friendly interface to help users select a guarding context to control frame rate and set an appropriate frame rate to save bandwidth. To be informative, the interface provides the estimated bandwidth usage and video quality degradation of each candidate frame rate compared to the default frame rate.

To save bandwidth and alleviate video quality degradation, LBVC introduces a context-aware sender-receiver
cooperative approach. The sender utilizes the lower user input frame rate to encode video chats and save bandwidth unless the user selected guarding context is detected. Once the guarding context is detected, it switches to the higher default frame rate. In this way, LBVC aggressively reduces bandwidth usage at video sender and does not provide the accurate quality guarantee of outgoing videos. The receiver makes up the missing information in the received video chats by interpolating intermediate frames when the instant frame rate is smaller than the default one. According to existing literature [23], frame interpolation technique adopted by receiver may produce strong artifacts when the scene change between consecutive frames is large. However, the frame rate adaptation at the sender is designed to keep the scene change between consecutive frames small in order to prevent strong artifacts from the frame interpolation.

The main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:

- We introduce guarding context for frame rate adaption in mobile video chat apps. Based on guarding context, we propose LBVC, a general context-aware frame rate adaption framework, to reduce bandwidth usage of mobile video chats.
- We implement LBVC by modifying an existing open-source mobile video chat app, Linphone. The experiment results demonstrate that LBVC saves bandwidth by 35% compared to the default solution without obviously compromising video quality.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We first present the design of the LBVC framework. Next, we present its implementation and evaluation. We finally elaborate existing works and conclude the paper.

II. LBVC DESIGN

Based on the measurement results in [50], lowering frame rate efficiently reduces bandwidth usage below the typical frame rate range (12~20 fps) adopted by existing mobile video chat apps. Video compression techniques take limited effects on compressing video chats in this frame rate range. The LBVC (Low-bandwidth Video Chat) framework is designed to exploit the opportunity for reducing bandwidth usage by adapting frame rate within this low frame rate range as well as not obviously compromising video quality.

A. Guarding Context

In LBVC, the video quality at the receiver is determined by how well the frame interpolation algorithm works. Usually, the algorithm works well when the scene changes between consecutive frames are small. A guarding context in LBVC should be carefully designed by app developers to indicate whether the scene changes between the consecutive frames are large or not. The scene changes are large only when the guarding context is detected.

In LBVC, we give app developers the freedom to design guarding contexts. However, we particularly consider two guarding contexts in this paper, quick object movement and severe device vibration. A guarding context may work well in one usage scenario but may not in another. In the rest of this subsection, we will introduce how LBVC detects each guarding context and explain the reasons of why we define them through stating their working and non-working usage scenarios.

Quick Object Movement. LBVC detects the quick object movement by computing the metric based on the frame difference within a time period (See Equation 1). In the equation, \( \| * \|_F \) denotes the Frobenius Norm of a matrix and \( \text{start} \) and \( \text{end} \) denote the starting and ending time of each measuring period. Each frame \( I \) is of size \( M \times N \) pixels. An object movement is considered as quick if the metric value of a time period is beyond a threshold. Otherwise, it is considered to be not quick. This metric measures the overall effects of scene changes during a time period and approximately reflects whether objects within a scene move quickly or not. Although more complicated object detection algorithms exist, this simple approximate algorithm is chosen since it is fast and able to meet the real-time requirement of video streaming.

\[
A = \sum_{t=\text{start}+1}^{\text{end}} \frac{\|I_t - I_{t-1}\|_F}{\sqrt{M \times N}}
\]  

(1)

The reason we define this guarding context is that it works well when the object in a video frequently moves but the smartphone is relative stationary. However, it requires multiple frames to detect object movement. Waiting for multiple frames adds response delay to scene changes. For example, LBVC needs to wait 260ms for even one frame at 4 fps. Therefore, this guarding context does not work well when a user hold the device on his/her unstable hands, since the frequently scene changes are not responded in a timely manner at the sender and the frequent added delays impair perceived video quality at the receiver.

Severe Device Vibration. Inertial sensor readings from both accelerometer and gyroscope on smartphones are leveraged by LBVC to detects severe device vibrations. Technically, we define two metrics based on the sensor reading changes [24] to measure device vibrations.
In the equations, \( L_1 \) norms of the three-dimension changes in both acceleration and \( \partial A_x(t), \partial A_y(t) \) and \( \partial A_z(t) \) and angular velocity \( \partial G_x(t), \partial G_y(t) \) and \( \partial G_z(t) \) are calculated. In the equation, \( start \) and \( end \) denote the starting and ending time of each measuring period.

\[
m_A = \sum_{t=start}^{end} |\partial A_x(t)| + |\partial A_y(t)| + |\partial A_z(t)| \tag{2}
\]

\[
m_G = \sum_{t=start}^{end} |\partial G_x(t)| + |\partial G_y(t)| + |\partial G_z(t)| \tag{3}
\]

In LBVC, we set the sensors sampling rate as 50 Hz and the measuring period as 60 milliseconds. This measuring period is small enough to timely capture smartphone vibrations. A device vibration is considered severe when the value of either \( m_A \) or \( m_G \) is beyond a threshold. Otherwise, it is considered not severe.

We adopt \( L_1 \) norm because it captures the smartphone vibrations signaled by sensor reading changes in any measured dimension. We have also investigated the \( L_2 \) norm of the inertial sensor reading changes as the guarding context. It achieves similar experimental results as \( L_1 \) norm. We finally choose \( L_1 \) norm since its computation is simpler than \( L_2 \) norm and hence able to make a quicker decision. We also consider more complicated models such as Support Vector Machine (SVM) or other classification models. However, we do not choose them for the following reasons, although they have the potential of achieving higher accuracy than \( L_1 \) norm. First, their higher accuracy depends on the training data, which users need to manually collect and label in various scenarios. Second, we already achieve satisfying results with \( L_1 \) norm, which is simple and general to all users. The performance gain of complicated models is limited. Third, complicated model needs more computation, which results in more execution time. Therefore, we choose \( L_1 \) norm, which is computationally efficient, simple and user-friendly.

The reason we define this guarding context is that it works well when a user hold the device on his/her unstable hands, since it responds to scenes changes quickly and the delay is constantly 60 ms. However, it does not work well when the object in a video frequently moves but the device does not, since the scene changes in this case are not caused by device vibrations and hence ignored.

Finally, frame interpolation quality has different sensitivities to smartphone vibrations at different frame rates. For instance, the interpolation algorithm may produce intermediate frames with limited artifacts under typical device vibrations when the input frame rate is set as large as 8 fps. However, it may generate intermediate frames with strong artifacts under typical device vibrations when the input frame rate is set as small as 1 fps. Therefore, app developers should carefully set the threshold values for each guarding context at different frame rates. We suggest the threshold values are determined experimentally with the objective of preventing obvious artifacts.

**B. LBVC Architecture**

Figure 1 depicts the architecture of LBVC with the common video chat app components in red and newly introduced components described in white rectangles and triangles. During a video chat, the communication is bi-direction and a device is both a sender and receiver. Before going to design details, we claim that the LBVS design is generic for typical video chat apps on mobile devices, and is independent of lower layer components such as codecs and network protocols.
At Sender Side. Users can select a guarding context and set the frame rate for a video chat through a user-friendly interface. The interface describes what each guarding context is. To be comprehensive, it also provides the information for the scenarios under which it works well and the ones under which it does not. A user selected frame rate is usually lower than the default frame rate. A lower candidate frame rate reduces bandwidth usage at the expense of degrading the video quality on conversation partner side. Users not only need to know how much bandwidth they can save by selecting a frame rate, but also they should be aware of how much damage the lower frame rate will bring to video quality. Therefore, we design the interface to provide the estimated bandwidth usage and associated video quality degradation of each candidate frame rate. The baseline is the bandwidth usage and video quality at the default frame rate.

A Frame Rate Controller controls the frame rate of the media recorder switching between the higher default frame rate and lower user input frame rate with respect to a user-selected guarding context. It utilizes the user input frame rate as the target frame rate and continuously detects whether the selected guarding context happens or not in run-time. Different guarding context detections require different resources. For example, detecting guarding context of severe device vibration requires collecting inertial sensor readings, while detecting guarding context of quick object movement requires logging recent frame difference. As we introduce in section II-A, the scene changes are determined to be larger when the guarding context is detected. The Controller adopts the target frame rate to save bandwidth and only adopts the default frame rate, which is usually higher than the user input frame rate, when the guarding context is detected.

At Receiver Side. Video frames and audio samples are decoded from the data packets received over the SIP/RTP network. To rescue video quality, we design the receiver to interpolate intermediate frames between the received frames whenever the received frame rate is lower than default frame rate. The frame rate after frame interpolation is not smaller than the default frame rate.

The frame interpolation algorithm at receiver side plays a key role in LBVC. At the beginning, we investigate two optical-flow [23] [25] based algorithms. However, their complicated assumptions and algorithm designs result in long execution time, which is not practical for real-time video chats. For example, the algorithm in [25] takes 825 seconds on average to interpolate one frame on a laptop, whose hardware configuration are Intel Core i7-2760QM CPU @ 2.4GHz ×8 and a memory of 12 Gigabytes. The input frame resolution is similar to that in smartphone video chats. This configuration is more advanced than state-of-the-art smartphones such as Nexus 5, but optical-flow based algorithms still take such a long execution time on it. More execution time results of these algorithms are listed in [26].

After the aforementioned investigation, we turn to the cross dissolve algorithm [27]. The cross dissolve algorithm is simple and shown in Equation 4. In the equation, there are two input frames, $I_1$ and $I_2$. The interpolated frame is the weighted average of the two input frames, where the weights depend on the time point which the interpolated frame should locate at. From the equation, the algorithm only involves the operations of adding two frames and multiplying frames and constants.

$$I_{interpolated} = (1 - t) \ast I_1 + t \ast I_2$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

Theoretically, we investigate when this algorithm is able to generate smooth object motion among the input frames and interpolated frames. Particularly, we focus on analyzing when the algorithm produces smooth object edge motion, which is a dominate factor of smooth object motion. According to existing literature [27], real image edge tends to be smooth during image process as a result of the blurring effects [36]. Mathematically, a blurring edge could be represented by a sine curve and the cross dissolve algorithm is converted into Equation 5 [27].

$$\zeta \sin(\alpha x + \kappa) = (1 - t) \eta \sin(\alpha x) + t \sin(\alpha x + \theta)$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

On the right hand side of this equation, there are two edges represented by two sine curves. The left edge ($\eta \sin(\alpha x)$) is the first input edge and the right edge ($\sin(\alpha x + \theta)$) is the second input edge. $\eta$ is the amplitude scale and $\theta$ is the spatial translation (or phase shift). The interpolated edge is $\zeta \sin(\alpha x + \kappa)$, which represents a sequence of sine curves. The parameter details of the interpolated edge are listed in Equation 6 and 7 [27].

$$\kappa = \arctan\left(\frac{t \sin\theta}{(1 - t)\eta + t \cos\theta}\right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

$$\zeta^2 = \eta^2(1 - t)^2 + t^2 + 2(1 - t)\eta t \cos\theta$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

The parameter $\kappa$ controls the motion speed of interpolated edge and it is an approximately increasing function of $\theta$ [27], which is the spatial transition between the two input edges. Thus, small $\kappa$ (or small $\theta$) results in smooth transition between two input edges. The parameter $\zeta$ is the image contrast and it is an decreasing function of $\theta$. Small $\zeta$ (or larger $\theta$) results in unclear edge, which is termed as ghosting effect [36]. To sum up, the smaller the spatial transition $\theta$ is, the smoother and clearer the
interpolated frames are. Therefore, we design the Frame Rate Controller on the sender to prevent large scene changes between consecutive frames. In Figure 2, we provide an intuitive example of the input and output of the cross dissolve algorithm.

Another thing to be considered is the delay introduced by frame interpolation. Usually a frame interpolation technique requires two frames as input. When one frame is received, it cannot start interpolation until the next frame arrives. At the media player, in order to ensure a constant video playing speed, the first frame cannot be played until the arrival of the next frame and the accomplishment of the frame interpolation. Thus, we add a delay to the media player at the beginning of each video chat to accommodate the delay introduced by frame interpolation. For synchronization purpose, we add the same delay to audio playing. The length of the common delay is determined based on the sender-side input frame rate. For example, the receiver obtains the selected frame rate (4ps) from the sender through SIP negotiation parameters [22] at the beginning of each video chat and configure the delay (250ms) with tolerant considerations (10ms) about dynamic networking. Overall, a 260ms (250ms+10ms) delay is added by receiver when 4 fps is selected by users.

III. LBVC IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION

A. Implementation and Configuration

We have investigated several open-source mobile video chat apps, including Linphone, SipDroid and CSipSimple. We choose Linphone [17] as the base of our implementation because its software structure allows us to focus on the implementation of the video processing functionalities. We implement the sender side interface with Android SDK 4.2 in Java and integrate it to the Android version of Linphone. The modified Linphone is installed on a Galaxy Nexus and Nexus 4 for experiments.

Linphone adopts the Mediastreamer2 library for video streaming. In the native Mediastreamer2 library, the video streaming procedure is implemented as a sequence of filter graphs. Each filter in a graph is in charge of one task such as video capturing, encoding, or displaying. At the beginning of each video stream, a thread called Ticker is scheduled to wake up every 10ms and executes the filter graphs. We add the Frame Rate Controller as a new filter at the beginning of the Ticker thread and the Frame Interpolation Component as another new filter between the video decoding and displaying filters.

The Frame Rate Controller filter collects the necessary resources for guarding context detection. For the guarding context of severe device vibration, it collects accelerometer and gyroscope readings through the Android NDK sensor library API. It determines whether the calculated vibration metrics are larger than the specific thresholds or not. The severe device vibration is detected when the metrics are larger than the thresholds. For the guarding context of quick object movement, it logs the most recent frame and computes its difference from the next coming frame.
Within each frame interval, it determines whether the frame difference is beyond a threshold or not. The quick object movement is detected when the frame difference is beyond the threshold. For both guarding contexts, if they are detected, the default frame rate (12 fps) is set for the video capturing and encoding filters; otherwise, the user-specified lower frame rate is set. In this section, we evaluate LBVC with severe device vibration selected as the guarding context through a series of experiments.

Table I summarizes 5 typical frame rates that are lower than the default 12 fps. For each selected frame rate, the thresholds for the Frame Rate Controller to make frame rate adaption decisions are listed. Also, the common delays added for each frame rate to synchronize the audio and video are also added listed. We suggest app developers to determine these values empirically with considerations about bandwidth saving, video quality degradation and networking dynamics.

In experiment section, we compare various results when LBVC is enabled and disabled at each selected frame rate. When LBVC is disabled, Linphone uses H.264 to encode video chats by default. H.264 is a start-of-the-art encoding method that adopts motion compensation to compress video size [13]. From the differences between the results when LBVC is enabled and those when LBVC is disabled, we are able to quantitatively infer how much cost LBVC pays for maintaining video quality.

### B. Performance Under Typical Scenarios

In this subsection, we evaluate the performance impact of LBVC at the selected frame rates listed in Table I. Technically, we recruit the same 10 pairs of subjects and each pair performs 6-minute video chats at all selected frame rates under typical video chat scenarios such as sitting and standing for bandwidth and power measurements.

We perform bandwidth usage and power consumption measurements over the T-Mobile HSPA+ cellular network, but only perform power consumption measurements over a public college WiFi network. WiFi network is not considered for bandwidth usage measurement since there is no bandwidth cost for video streaming under WiFi. During all video chats, we disable all unnecessary apps, services, and radios on smartphones.

1) Bandwidth Usage: To measure bandwidth usage, we adopt Shark for Root [18] to record network traffic and WireShark [19] to analyze bandwidth usage on a server. We separate the video chats for bandwidth measurements from those for power measurements, since the network traffic capturing software also consumes power.

Figure 3 illustrates the measured total bandwidth usage of making video chats on Galaxy Nexus. The green bars illustrate the average total bandwidth usage at the selected frame rates with LBVC disabled, while blue bars illustrate that with LBVC enabled. The red line depicts the average total bandwidth usage at the default 12 fps with LBVC disabled.
In the figure, we observe that the bandwidth usage with LBVC enabled is higher than that with LBVC disabled. The extra bandwidth usage is actually the cost LBVC pays to maintain video quality. It is because that LBVC dynamically adapts frame rate between the lower user input frame rate and higher default frame rate. Compared to the bandwidth usage at the default frame rate, LBVC still significantly saves bandwidth. For example, the average bandwidth usage of video chats is reduced by 35% at 4 fps under typical video chat scenarios. We summarize the average bandwidth savings in Table II. The average bandwidth savings for the two smartphones are similar because the communication is symmetric. Additionally, lower bandwidth usage at clients reduces the traffic flow competition at the RTP server, and potentially results in better networking conditions.

We also observe that the average total bandwidth usage with LBVC enabled at 1 fps is even higher than that at 2 fps. This is due to the small thresholds used for frame rate adaption at 1 fps. Small thresholds allow some typical device vibrations to trigger switches from lower input frame rate to higher default frame rate, resulting in larger bandwidth usage. At 2 fps, the larger thresholds result in less switches to the default frame rate, and hence the bandwidth usage with LBVC enabled is smaller.

Moreover, when LBVC is enabled, we observe that the bandwidth usage variances at 1 and 2 fps are larger than those at higher frame rates. It is because that the thresholds at 1 and 2 fps are smaller than those at higher frame rates. Smaller thresholds allow device vibrations to trigger more switches between the input frame rate and the default frame rate. The unstable runtime frame rate results in large bandwidth usage variances. However, as the frame rate increases, increased thresholds result in smaller bandwidth usage variances.

2) Power Consumption: In the experiments, we utilize the Monsoon Power Monitor [20] to measure the average power consumption of performing each video chat on Galaxy Nexus. However, the power output interface of the monitor cannot be connected to the battery pins of Nexus 4. Due to this hardware constraint, we use the software PowerTutor [28] to measure the average power consumption of performing each video chat on Nexus 4. In general, the measured power consumption includes the power for sampling, processing, encoding/decoding, transmitting/receiving and playing the video and audio. When LBVC is enabled, it also includes the power of the sensors and frame interpolation.

Figure 4 and 5 summarize the measured average power consumption of all the video chats over the cellular and WiFi networks on Galaxy Nexus. The green bars illustrate the average power consumption at the different frame rates with LBVC enabled, while the blue bars depict that with LBVC disabled. In the figures, the power consumption at 12 fps is plotted as the base line, which is to be compared with the power consumption at other selected frame rates.

From the figures, as we expect, the power consumption increases as frame rate increases. At each frame rate, the
power consumption when LBVC is enabled is higher than that when LBVC is disabled, since the sensing and frame interpolation operations in LBVC consume extra power. We also observe that the average power consumption at 1 fps is larger than that at 2 fps. Higher power consumption at 1 fps not only results from the frequent adaption to the default frame rate, but also results from more frame interpolation operations performed at 1 fps. Also, due to the unstable runtime frame rate, the power consumption variances with LBVC enabled at 1 fps is larger than those at higher frame rates.

We organize a user study to investigate the impact of the LBVC on both objective and subjective video quality. In the study, we recruit 21 different pairs of subjects and there are 42 subjects in total. Each pair performs 6-minute video chats with the LBVC being either disabled or enabled. The video chats are done under different selected frame rates. To guarantee subject diversity, we recruit half of the subjects from Physics, Applied Science, Mathematics, Nursing, Education and Rhythmic Gymnastic departments and the other half from Computer Science departments. During each video chat, we collect both objective and subjective scores as follows.

For objective scores, we implement a video chat recorder and add it to the Mediastreamer2 library in Linphone. It automatically records all video chats during the study. We select the Temporal Variation Metric (TVM) [21] to measure the objective video quality, since it is a start-of-the-art video quality metric for video streaming on mobile devices. The recorded videos are analyzed by MATLAB on a serve to obtain the TVM scores.

To collect subjective scores, we carry out a Double Stimulus Continuous Quality Evaluation (DSCQE) [29]. Technically, each subject rates a video chat by comparing it to a reference video. The scores range is from 0 to 100 and can be explained as: very annoying (0-20); annoying (21-40); fair (41-60); good (61-80); excellent (81-100).

In DSCQE, each subject pair perform a video chat under the default 12 fps with LBVC disabled. This video chat is used as the reference baseline. Then, we randomly choose a frame rate from Table I. Each subject pair perform and score a video chat with the Linphone being configured with that frame rate when LBVC is either enabled or disabled. We repeat all these steps until all the selected frame rates have been traversed. In addition, we also collect the subjects’ opinions about the delay they experience during each video chat.

We summarize the objective and subjective scores in Figure 6 and 7. In the figures, the green bars illustrate the average scores at the selected frame rates with...
LBVC disabled, the blue bars illustrate those with LBVC enabled and the red line depicts the average score at the default 12 fps of Linphone with LBVC disabled.

**Objective Scores** Figure 6 summarizes the TVM scores calculated from the recorded videos. From the figure, we observe that the TVM score at 4 fps with LBVC enabled is much higher than that with LBVC disabled. Since TVM score is defined based on the log of the difference between consecutive frames, it means LBVC can significantly reduce the difference between consecutive frames at lower frame rate. Videos become smoother as a result of the significant decrease in the mean square difference between consecutive frames. Thus, we conclude that LBVC is able to objectively alleviate video quality degradation at lower frame rate.

**Subjective Scores** Figure 7 illustrates the average scores given by the subjects involved in the user study. Take 4 fps as example, LBVC increases the subjective score by 25.3% compared to that when it is disabled. The score increasing percentage is even higher at 6 fps. Thus, we conclude that LBVC is able to subjectively alleviate the perceptual video quality degradation at lower frame rate.

From the figures, we observe that the subjective score is harder for LBVC to maintain than the objective score as frame rate decreases. Here are two possible explanations. First, the lower the frame rate is, the larger the scene change between consecutive frames is. Larger scene changes result in more artifacts, which may impair the subjects’ perceptual experience. Second, the threshold values are smaller at lower frame rates (e.g., 1 and 2 fps), and they result in the frequent changes between the default frame rate and input frame rate. The frequent frame rate changes may also impair the subjects’ perceptual experience.

From Figure 3, 4 and 5 we observe that LBVC pays extra cost for maintaining video quality at each frame rate. To better understand how much bandwidth LBVC pays for every improved unit of subjective score, we present Figure 9. This figure demonstrates the average price, in terms of bandwidth (MBits), LBVC pays for every improved unit of subjective score. From the figure, we observe that as the frame rate decreases, the price increases. It is because that at lower frame rates, effective video content is limited and video quality is far from being acceptable. Thus, LBVC needs to spend more bandwidth to collected additional video content for improving subjective score by one unit. In contrast, at higher frame rates, there is more video content. With small amount of additional bandwidth, LBVC is able to gain an extra unit of subjective score.

Figure 8 is a heat map of the subjective score ratios with LBVC enabled and disabled at each frame rate. We observe that LBVC alleviates video quality degradation most of the timer. Additionally, from both Figure 7 and Figure 8, we observe that at lower frame rate such as 1 fps and 2 fps, the video quality improvement percentages are larger than those at other frame rates. This is because the videos are extremely jerky at 1 and 2 fps, and LBVC can accentuates the smoothness by frame rate control and frame interpolation.

Finally, from the users’ feedbacks, the common delays added at the beginning of each video chat are acceptable. They are even negligible when the selected frame rate is 4 fps and above.

From Table II and III and Figure 7 we notice that at 4 fps, LBVC achieves about 35% bandwidth saving while still maintaining good video quality without introducing extra power consumption under typical video chat scenarios.

**IV. RELATED WORK**

The original conference version [50] of this manuscript proposes a vibration-aware frame rate adaption framework for achieving low-bandwidth mobile video chats. The conference paper is not comprehensive enough since its effectiveness fails when users make video chat with smartphone in stationary status, such as being placed on a table. Therefore, we extend the conference paper to a general context-aware frame rate adaption framework by introducing the concept of guarding contexts. General guarding contexts are used for keeping scene changes small and controlling video frame rate. In addition to the guarding context of device vibration appeared in the conference paper, we add the guarding context of quick object movement into the system. This new guarding context is used for dealing with
the situation where smartphone is in stationary status. Additionally, we present the theoretical analysis for the effectiveness of the frame interpolation algorithm we adopt. Finally, we make more efforts on the experiments and update the figures in the experiment section in order to incorporate the new results.

In this section, we discuss how LBVC is different from other existing literatures from the perspectives of video bitrate adaption, video streaming bandwidth reduction, video streaming power reduction and image interpolation.

**Video Bitrate Adaption.** Existing video bitrate adaption techniques optimize video bandwidth usage by considering various contextual information, such as networking conditions [1] [2] [5] [34] [35], video contents [37], user preferences [4] [42], and residual power [3]. Being aware of these contexts, they control video streaming bitrate in order to maximize video utility (or video quality) for video consumers [43]. Compared to these quality-oriented video bitrate adaption techniques, LBVC adjusts video chat bitrate to help user reduce their data plan quota usage and maintain satisfiable video quality.

Recent works, such as QAVA [9] and TUBE [44] help user economically use their data plan quota for video streaming. LBVC is different from them from the following two perspectives. First, LBVC is designed to optimize the bandwidth usage of streaming live and interactive video chats, but QAVA and TUBE are designed for optimizing videos downloading. Second, QAVA and TUBE optimize bandwidth usage as well as guarantee the quality of outgoing videos by making trade-off between video quality and bitrate (or bandwidth usage) at video sender. Instead, LBVC takes a more aggressive frame rate adaption approach to reduce video bitrate at video sender. It does not guarantee the quality of outgoing videos, but it adopts extra techniques at both video sender (context-aware frame rate control) and receiver (frame interpolation) to maintain the video quality.

**Video Streaming Bandwidth Reduction.** Video compression techniques [12] [13] [30] [31] [14] have also been proposed to reduce video streaming bandwidth usage. Some of them, such as VP8 [12] and H.264 [13], reduce video sizes by leveraging motion compensation technique that exploits the temporal correlation among frames. Furthermore, SenseCoding [31] and SaVE [30] utilize inertial sensors, such as accelerometers, to enhance the aforementioned motion estimation based methods. Additionally, techniques such as compress sensing [32] and context-aware compression [33] have also been proposed for compressing videos.

The main goal of video compression techniques is to reduce the number of necessary bits to encode videos by exploiting various contextual information from video frames. Instead, LBVC takes a different approach by reducing the input size of video compression techniques and this approach is orthogonal to the existing video compression techniques.

**Video Streaming Power Reduction.** Empirical measurements performed in [45] demonstrate that the chunk-based video streaming protocols are the most power efficient for downloading videos on mobile devices, since networking components on mobile devices have more chance to sleep. In [38], the authors propose an approach that jointly utilizes unicast and multicast to optimize the energy consumption of video streaming on mobile devices. SMMC [39] optimizes mobile energy consumption by considering demand, socialization, mobility, and delivery simultaneously. It achieves high content delivery efficiency and QoS at the same time. QUVoD [40] is a QoE-driven User-centric solution for Video-on-Demand (VoD) services in urban vehicular network. It achieves high efficiency in terms of energy consumption and quality of experience. PMCV [41] achieves the good balance between energy efficiency and performance by creatively detecting and managing mobile community. GreenTube [47] optimizes power consumption for mobile video downloading by judiciously scheduling downloading activities to minimize unnecessary active period of 3G/4G radio.

In contrast, LBVC is proposed to mainly reduce bandwidth usage of video chats streaming on smartphones, although it has the capacity of, but not significantly, reducing power consumption of video chats.

**Image Interpolation.** The cross dissolve algorithm has been extensively used in computer graphics. For example, it has been used to interpolate intermediate frames between two well-aligned images with the purpose of creating a face animation with smooth face transitions in Exploring Photobios [27]. It has also been used in InterviewVideo [48] to provide smooth transitions between different video segmentations in an interview video editing tool. Optical-flow based warping algorithms, such as [23] and [25], are also considered in LBVC’s design phase, but they are not selected because these warping algorithms usually involve complex operations, such as image derivation and matrix multiplication. It makes these algorithms computationally intensive and we finally resort to the simpler cross dissolve algorithm [27] in LBVC. Works such as [49] utilize frame interpolation techniques to interpolate the frames which are passively lost during video transmission. Although LBVC also in-
terpolates frames, those frames are *deliberately dropped* to save bandwidth.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we attempt to balance the mobile video quality and bandwidth usage by proposing LBVC, a general context-aware frame rate adaption framework. LBVC adapts the video frame rate with respect to the selected guarding context at the sender side and makes up missing information by interpolating the intermediate frames at the receiver side. We implement LBVC with guarding context of severe device vibration and demonstrate its effectiveness through real system experiments and a user study. LBVC saves bandwidth by up to 35% under typical video chat scenarios as well as alleviates video quality degradation.
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